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The Exodus showed that God is not for
oppression. So why have "religious officials"
supported the "authority" of so much tyranny?
It is because the ruthless Levitical Curse
seeded Orwellian traditions into “religion.”
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Defy the Cunning
"Establishment!"
Pastors and Priests are
seekers of adulation, praise, and power
by the easiest means available.
(In rather Orwellian and dishonest ways!)
The savage Levitical Curse,
first mentioned in Genesis 49:5-7,
continues in current "ministry."
Spiritually, it is likely one
of the oldest seeds of the
New World Order (the NWO).

Such information is NOT “officially” found
or readily available in Bible schools or
seminaries, but judge for yourself.
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THE LEVITICAL CURSE
The Problem:
Religious Officials Seek Adulation,
Praise, and Power by the Easiest
Means Available.
They are infected by temptations from the Levitical Curse
that inspire dishonest and deeply Orwellian “ministry.”

The Solution:
“Red Pills” about Religion!

Religion’s Sneaky Goal:
Raising “authority” up over the importance of honesty to
keep you docile in the face of the Establishment’s use of
government and “religion” to dishonestly covet & steal.
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Great sin is inherent when “religion” prescribes lesser standards
for government than individuals, i.e. by “theologically”
advocating that “authority is assigned by God” but doing
much less regarding doctrine about honesty in authority.
This pattern is modern evidence that clergy are infected with
the Levitical Curse, from Genesis 49:5-7, and full of deceit.

As an evil extension of Genesis 49:5-7, the Levitical Priesthood
tacitly elevated “authority” over the significance of honesty and
it became “tradition.”
For ages, religious officials have been sellouts for slyly
supporting the coveting and stealing done by governments,
always “theologically” upholding tyrannies but having
little doctrine about honest government.
Continuing on from the Old Testament, through the
“Christianized” Roman Empire, and into present times, “religious
officials” have long been like sweet “apples” of temptation for
government to bite on. “Religion” has thus served the state –
and, especially when untaxed, to even rule with government as
cunning “Establishment.”
When did you last hear a good sermon closely examine honesty
and government together? Hmmm?
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LEVI
Unraveled

RELIGIOUS VIPERS

COMMENTARY ABOUT COMMENTARIES
The Tribe of Levi was deemed a special evil in Genesis 49:5-7 due
to its character and disposition. As its punishment, the Tribe of
Levi was cursed to be divided and scattered through Israel.
Many commentaries and “scholarly” writings state that the Tribe of Levi
was “redeemed” when it became the “Priesthood” of Israel following the
Exodus out of Egypt (Exodus 32:26-29). Such claims about “redemption”
however FAIL to analyze the continued evil character and disposition that
the Priesthood of Levi extended onward in its Orwellian “ministry” that
sought to cunningly rank “authority” over the importance and standing of
honesty (the bearing true witness as opposed to false witness).
It is rather evident that the writers of biblical commentaries want their
accolades for the Tribe/“Priesthood” of Levi to also accrue to themselves.
Like the Levites, their own “ministries” continue to slyly promote the
“authority” of both the state and “religion” as a ruling “Establishment”
that seeks adulation, praise, and power by the easiest means available,
including by coveting and stealing. The importance of honesty, especially
in government, is rarely preached about or found in doctrine.
For the reasons outlined on the next pages, any glorification of the Tribe
of Levi should be looked at with suspicion. When it was “called into
ministry” in Exodus 32:26-29, The Tribe of Levi, had just likely been the
most influential tribe that caused Aaron to make the golden calves for
worship. The tribe also gathered to defy its scattering in Genesis 49:5-7.
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The Evils of the
Tribe of Levi
1. The Tribe of Levi was a special EVIL! (Genesis 49:5-7)
2. The Tribe of Levi Became Israel’s “Priesthood”
Under Rather Very Suspicious Circumstances.
3. The Tribe/Priesthood of Levi Started the “Tradition”
of Religious Officials Supporting Tyranny by Being
“Blind, Deaf, and Dumb” about Dishonest Government.

#1

of

3: The Tribe of Levi, the unique and

cunning “Professional Priesthood” of ancient Israel,
had evil roots - roots that eventually infected traditions
of “ministry” with Orwellianism for millennia!
Genesis 49:5-7 (RSV)
5 Simeon and Levi are brothers;
weapons of violence are their swords.
6 O my soul, come not into their council;
O my spirit, be not joined to their company;
for in their anger they slay men,
and in their wantonness they hamstring oxen.
7 Cursed be their anger, for it is fierce;
and their wrath, for it is cruel!
I will divide them in Jacob
and scatter them in Israel.

Seeds of Deceitful “Religious Authority,” with no
“GOLDEN RULE,” Dwelled Early in the Tribe of Levi!
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3: The “Professional Priesthood”

was originally “called/ordained” when the
Levites murdered their family members and
neighbors – even AFTER receiving the
Commandment to not murder!
Israel’s “Priesthood” is rooted
in Levitical viciousness.

Exodus 32:26-29. (NKJV)
26 then Moses stood in the entrance of the camp, and said,
“Whoever is on the Lord’s side—come to me!” And all the
sons of Levi gathered themselves together to him. 27 And he
said to them, “Thus says the Lord God of Israel: ‘Let every
man put his sword on his side, and go in and out from
entrance to entrance throughout the camp, and let every man
kill his brother, every man his companion, and every man his
neighbor.’” 28 So the sons of Levi did according to the word
of Moses. And about three thousand men of the people fell
+
that
day. 29 Then Moses said, “Consecrate yourselves today
to the Lord, that He may bestow on you a blessing this day,
for every man has opposed his son and his brother.”

The Levites’ wicked treatment of
“relatives and neighbors” has endured.
The "Priestly" Levites, who had no GOLDEN RULE, let ancient
Israel’s government covet and steal. It is THIS root “tradition” from
where modern “religious officials” receive inspiration for “going forth
and doing likewise” with no GOLDEN RULE regarding others.
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The Tribe of Levi Sought Adulation,
Praise, and Power - Just Like the
Modern “Establishment” Still Does.
Exodus 32: 1 makes it clear that the entire nation of Israel,
including the Tribe of Levi, was taking part in rebellion during Moses’
time on the mountain. However, as both Moses and Aaron were Levites,
it can be inferred that the Tribe of Levi was highly instrumental in
encouraging Aaron to mold the golden calves and fuel rebellion in the
first place. Such trouble-making by the Tribe of Levi makes sense as it
reflects their ruthless and intimating reputation that had come down
through time among the Hebrews – as recorded in Genesis 49:5-7.
Even more evidence against the Levites appears after Moses
returned from the mountain the first time (Exodus 32:22) when Aaron
reminded Moses by saying “You know the people, that they are evil.”
The “evil people” would have most likely been their own Tribe of Levi.

Why Did Moses Order Murders Just After
Getting the Commandment to Not Murder?
When Moses returned with the Ten Commandments, he had a
supernatural “inspired-glow” upon his face. It is highly difficult to
believe that he would choose to murder people who posed no military
threat, were members of his own Tribe of Levi, or especially if they had
not been presented with the Ten Commandments yet. Moses would
himself have been breaking one of the new Commandments - the
Commandment to not murder. So, the question must be asked, “What
caused Moses to order murders anyway?” To begin answering that
question, further examine the Tribe of Levi on the next pages.
Continue to the following page…
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(Continuing from the
previous page.)

Just after receiving the
Commandment to not
murder, Moses dared the
Tribe of Levi to Break it.

BUT WHY?

The
Bloody
Mob of

LEVI

Upon seeing the Hebrew rebellion and hearing from Aaron,
Moses must have had an idea of “who” was most responsible for the
rebellion – i.e. that being his own cunning Tribe of Levi. Moses knew
that the Tribe of Levi already had an intimidating reputation that had
been long recorded by the Hebrews (Genesis 49:5-7) and that it was
likely seeking opportunity to gather power unto itself – first by using
Aaron to make golden calves and then by responding in high
numbers to Moses’ call of “Whoever is on the Lord’s side—come to
me!” once Moses had regained the political upper hand again. The
heavy response by the Tribe of Levi to Moses’ call likely intimidated
other tribes to not follow in immediate fashion.
When Moses saw that only the Tribe of Levi had responded to
his call of “Whoever is on the Lord’s side—come to me!”, it presented
Moses with an opportunity to subdue the trouble-making tribe by
challenging those who responded to do something for gaining power
that he did not really expect them to do - thereby subduing the tribe
by revealing their cowardice. Moses challenged the Levitical
responders to kill their own family members (sons and brothers) and
also neighbors. Moses’ challenge to such murdering was however
taken up by those from Levi who responded, resulting in their being
“chartered/ordained” as the “Professional Priesthood” because of
Moses’ own hasty words. LESSON: Be careful when challenging a
mob to not do evil, when it is seeking power, because it likely will!
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LEVITICAL
“RELIGIOUS AUTHORITY”
It Gave Israel 40 Years in the Desert and then
3,500 Years of Orwellian “Tradition” to the World!

#3

of

3:

Following the events of Exodus 32:26-29
that seeded Orwellian “Establishment” in Israel’s early religion
and government, the new “Establishment” increased the use of
intimidating “religious authority” to coercively sanction and
“bless” ever increasing amounts of deceitful “bureaucracy” in
both religion and government. This allowed the institutionalized
ignoring and forsaking of the Commandments to not covet or
steal - first in ancient Israel and then later in Judah, the Roman
Empire, and throughout “Church History” into the 21st Century!

Tyranny has been assembled in the pews!
Religious Officials
Lead the Tyranny!

Why did Israel's prophets often rebuke Israel and its officials?
Because the priests were crony with government & more concerned
with doing “ministry” by the easiest means available than doing
their real jobs of cultivating and teaching sound honest doctrine.

"Churches" that emphasize choreographed "liturgy” but
whose members cannot pass Bible quizzes follow
the same Levitical tradition!
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Religion and Government Often Go Bad When Good
People Do Nothing. That is the Bible’s Main
Temporal Warning from the Book of Exodus Onward.

What if your priest or
pastor did a sermon on
government's
coveting & stealing?
(psst…It Won't Happen!)

Prophets Are Greater Than Priests
Over and Over Again in the Biblical Story, Prophets
Had to Shore Up for the Ruinous Greed & Bureaucratic Laziness
of the “Priests” that Sought Adulation, Praise, and Power by the
Easiest Means Available, Beginning with the Levites.
--- Not much has changed. --“Levitical Ministry” has been a curse to the present.
1) Levitical “Priests” were Deceitfully Crony with the Coveting
& Stealing Done by Orwellian “Establishment” Government.
2)Levitical “Priests” Engineered Easily Repetitive “Ministry” for
Their Own Convenience and Profit.
3) Levitical “Priests” Repeatedly Watered-down Many
Teachings, Including Many from the Prophets.
4) Levitical “Priests” Seemed to Forget Everything About
Melchizedek’s Righteousness; Thus They Hardly Honored
Melchizedek or Abraham’s Offerings to Him.

Sadly, Levitical “ministry” has been a ministry “template.”

DAMNED DISHONEST “PRIESTS!”
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A CHOICE OF PRIESTHOODS
Jesus’ Ministry was Patterned after the
Righteous Order of Melchizedek’s Priesthood
(Hebrews 7) and NOT after the Dishonestly
Cunning Levitical Priesthood of Israel.

BIG DIFFERENCE!

The Quality of a
Nation’s Government
Often Reflects the
Dedicated Honesty of
the Prevailing Religious
Leadership,
…Or the Lack Thereof.
Bureaucratic “Priests” make coveting and stealing into
issues about people’s “sin” but slyly NOT about
Government’s Orwellianism. Isn't that interesting?
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The People of God: Deceived Not by Witches
and Demons but by Their Own “Authorities.”

END TAX BENEFITS FOR "CHURCH"
Since the Exodus, “religious officials” have given nearly blind support to
government far too often. The Levites (Israel’s “Priesthood”) engineered this
“tradition” by using “religious authority” to dishonestly cajole for leverage that
forced “acceptance” of government that covets and steals. In payment for their
loyalty, the Levites gained crony benefits FROM Israel’s government. Eventually,
prophets were sent to Israel because the “Priests” had become Orwellian partners
with government and were not doing honest jobs. Such “Deep-State
Establishment” has continued in many nations up through the present times.
The Levites were a special evil (Genesis 49:5-7). Their “religious influence”
in the realm of government has helped dishonest judges (of the Old Testament),
monarchs of all kinds, dictatorships, bureaucracies, and even modern democratic
republics to more easily covet and steal in “official capacity,” especially when
religious officials have slyly elevated Orwellian “authority” over honesty. Doctrine
on “authority” abounds, but doctrine about honesty “not so much.”
The Curse of the Levites has entered into the 21st Century, where it is
embodied and practiced by “religious officials” who receive either direct or indirect
funding (i.e. tax benefits) from government. As consequence, and virtually as
tradition, “church” has chiefly supported individual rights only so long as such
rights do not interfere with the state/government. This “arrangement” protects the
special benefits that the state gives to “religion.” “Church” will not be honest
about government’s dishonest tyranny of coveting and stealing
until “church” itself is taxed – which would truly make “church”
more like Jesus, wouldn’t it?

I said, “Do not judge by appearances, but judge
with right judgment.” (John 7:24, NRS)

BUT APPARENTLY EVERYONE ONLY
REMEMBERED THE “DO NOT JUDGE” PART!
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HOW
PASTORS
BULLY

“Church” has most often
supported the rights of
the individual only so
long as they do not
interfere with the
government/state.

Think Again About “Ministry” That Slyly Seeks Adulation,
Praise, and Power by the Easiest Means Available!
Pastors slyly bully worship committees by making them think that they cannot
overrule the scriptural assignments that are made by their “denominations” or
by the “higher ups” at the CCT (the Consultation on Common Texts – i.e. the
lectionary). It is the most sinister form of “bullying” as it has become just
flat-out accepted Orwellian “tradition” over time.
Of specific concern is what is omitted in sermons because of scripture
assignments. In particular, bad leadership, in both government and religion,
occurred over and over again in the Old Testament as well as in the Roman
Empire that spread its version of both Christianity and government for centuries.
Such history is “conveniently” avoided by most scriptural assignments for
sermons. Just research “lectionary” to see the breadth of this phenomenon.
Having “common texts” is key for the sermon market. “Traditionally,”
worship committees can only make choreographic decisions about worship;
they’ve long been browbeaten into their lack of real authority – which is the
authority to pick what is preached.
www.Sermons.com

www.SermonMall.com &

www.DesperatePreacher.com (an old goodie)
Other sermon journals exist too, as well as “pastoral sermon groups”
that identify more internally with specific denominations.

Tell Pastors/Priests to
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What’s This
All About?

Religious Officials are
Sly Masters, Not “Servants”
The Tribe of Levi itself was a special evil (Gen. 49: 5-7). Its
“ministry” kept Israel “in the desert” for 40 years after the Exodus. It has
also been the “traditional” source of the Orwellian cronyism between
religion and government over the past 3,500 years.
Levitical “ministry” has “failed,” by design, to develop doctrine that
deeply validates the Commandments to not covet, steal, or bear false
witness – especially regarding government’s observance of those
Commandments. Since shortly after the Exodus, when Israel’s new
freedom was quickly extinguished by its own officials, Levitical styled
“religion” has colluded with government to leverage Orwellian
“Establishment” as a “Deep State.”

Tyranny’s Greatest Ally has been Levitical
“Ministry” that Promotes “Authority” over Honesty.
Religion hasn't paid taxes in many lands for centuries.
“Church” is missing a grand opportunity to “be like Jesus” instead of cunningly
honoring dishonest government as “payment” for not being taxed!

Questioning and researching produces its own authority.
“Somehow” that is not emphasized by “church officials”
in their “doctrine” on “authority.”

"Church" IS "cheap grace" for government.
Research “cheap grace” by Dietrich Bonhoeffer.
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The Dishonest Leverage of the Levites:
The Levites leveraged their “religious authority” to help
“government” slyly covet & steal by the easiest means
available in exchange for government providing special
status and/or crony benefits back to “religious officials.”
Even with 21st Century free speech, pressure from religious
"authority" causes silence about government's coveting & stealing.
The GOLDEN RULE continues to be forsaken by “religious officials” of
the UNTAXED “church” as they place government’s coveting and
stealing above honesty. “Ministry” abandons the people.
If “religious authorities” honored the Golden Rule, their
“ministries” would pay taxes like Jesus said to do instead of being
government’s most loyal media pawns.

When “church” is untaxed, it heeds the
coveting & stealing “needs” of the state.
When church is taxed, honesty becomes its sharp weapon!

JESUS PAID TAXES!

He had a treasurer AND a former tax

collector to give tax advice. If “church” paid taxes, its “ministry”
would be more like Jesus, right? Make “church” honest!
If honest, church would cultivate doctrine that develops honesty in
government. However, since it does not do so, other sources must be
found. Amazon.com has more good books concerning honesty than
“church” ever considers. Also, the many books by Dr. Frank R. Wallace
that discuss honesty and authority are highly recommended, including
Wallace’s early study titled “POKER – A Guaranteed income for Life by

Using the Advanced Concepts of Poker.” CHECK THEM ALL OUT!

Church Doctrine on Government Should Highlight Honesty Far
Ahead of "Authority." But, where is that ever being preached?
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Spot Religious Officials Who
Betray the Priesthood of

Melchizedek

According to Hebrews Chapter 7, Jesus’ Priesthood
was patterned "after the Order of Melchizedek."
Melchizedek was a righteous King/Priest before the
time of Abraham. He was neither Hebrew or Levite.
Melchizedek ruled righteously in religion and government.
For millennia, Levitical styled religious officials seem
to have forgotten about Melchizedek.
The "Order of Melchizedek" means "honest righteousness" and
not just "taker of offerings" as many clergy emphasize.
Q: Why have religious officials not wanted the Commandments
against coveting and stealing to be applied to government for
the past 3,500 years???
A: Because they are “Levitical” and not “after the Order of
Melchizedek.”
Truly honest religion develops doctrine for reducing coveting
and stealing, even by government. Where is that doctrine?

“Church” likes authority doctrine.
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Why “Orwellian?”

"Orwellian”

is an adjective describing the situation, idea,

or societal condition that George Orwell identified as being
destructive to the welfare of a free and open society. It connotes
an attitude and a policy of control by propaganda, surveillance,
misinformation, denial of truth, and manipulation of the past,
including the "unperson" — a person whose past existence is
expunged from the public record and memory, practiced by
modern repressive governments. Often, this includes the
circumstances depicted in his novels, particularly Nineteen
Eighty-Four.
(“Orwellian” definition from Wikipedia.com, emphasis added.)

Know the “Unpersons” of Judeo-Christianity!
George Orwell described the “unperson” as being “totally vaporized
- erased from existence in the past, the present, and in the
universe” by oppressive governmental authority.

In the context of Judeo-Christian history, an Orwellian
“unperson” is not a person at all. The “unpersons” that JudeoChristian officials have sought to exterminate from functional
existence in society, particularly regarding “authority” in both
religion and government, are the libertarian and freedom enhancing
Commandments that say to not covet, steal, or bear false witness.
The same Orwellian tyranny that cursed and even
destroyed nations such as ancient Israel, Judah,
and the Roman Empire - and many others since - is
still wickedly parlayed by Levitically Inspired
“ministry” that wants to copy the Pharaohs!
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Tax Church
WHAT IS IT ABOUT TAXES??

Jesus Did Not Mean to Ignore Bad Government or to
“Let It Off-the-Hook” When He Said to “Pay Taxes.”
When “church” is untaxed, it heeds the needs of the state.
When “church” is taxed, honesty like Jesus had
could become its sharp weapon! JESUS’ PAID TAXES!

THIS IS WHY JESUS PAID TAXES
Modern bureaucratic “priests/pastors” say Jesus paid taxes to “honor
authority.” That is false! Jesus paid taxes to honor his own honesty, to
contrast it against the Establishment’s dishonesty, and to hopefully
encourage honesty in his followers. Jesus also paid taxes to
block/befuddle the “authorities” from trying to close his ministry.
Besides, Jesus’ ability to befuddle “authority” was part of his Passion!

Jesus never gave up free speech or honesty in exchange
for a crony “501 (c)(3)” deal with government – as modern
religious officials have engineered for themselves.
Under 501(c)(3), churches are crony corporations.
The root words for “corporation” are "corpus" which
means “dead” and "oratio" which means “speak.”
Hence "Dead Speak.” (That fits!)
Honesty has been dead in religion concerning
government’s coveting and stealing.
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Jesus Did Not Include Members of
the “Levitical Priesthood” in his
Close Circles. Follow that Example!
The shrewd “Levitical Priesthood” presses on when
modern religious officials seek crony ties with dishonest
government. It is a negative “biblical” tradition/pattern.
The Tribe of Levi was scattered in Genesis due to
its enduring evil ways (Gen 49:5-7). Moses erred in
choosing and regrouping his own derelict tribe as a
"Priesthood” as it went on in the Biblical Story to
deceitfully fashion Orwellian-styled “religious authority”
that colluded with government in establishing tyrannies
of “tradition” to bureaucratically covet and steal.
As “Establishment,” the Judges, Kings, AND Levitical
religious officials of Israel enjoyed wielding power.

Honest Religion Operates by the GOLDEN RULE.
An honest church would pay taxes to "Caesar," like Jesus said to do.
If church paid taxes, its “religious officials” would
avoid being tempted to be pawns of government.
Religious officials would stay honest toward and with the people.

Religious pressure about "authority" keeps many
silent about governments coveting & stealing even
when government "allows" free speech.
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When Religious Officials are "Blind, Deaf, and
Dumb" about the Coveting and Stealing Done by
Government, They Break Contract for Expecting
Offerings from the People!

KEEP YOUR
MONEY!
“Church” Greatly Abandoned
Honesty About Government in 1954
Read “501c3 Facts” by Peter Kershaw
Also see his book “In Caesar's Grip”
http://hushmoney.org/501c3-facts.htm
“Church” has been like a “waterboy” for government ever
since incorporating under 501c3, with its “pails” of taxpaying
churchgoers who “believe” that they are being “faithful”
when not questioning the rampant dishonesty that steadily
grows in front of their own eyes because of 501c3.
”Church” could claim its Constitutional rights, as outlined by
Peter Kershaw’s information. However, at this point, CLERGY
SECRETS (Warren Vitcenda) recommends that churches run as
businesses for two reasons. (1) Jesus said to pay taxes. &
(2) Paying taxes is great leverage for making “church”
be honest about itself and dishonest government.
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Did Jesus say to be quiet & ignore bad government? NO!
Dishonestly timid religious officials seem to “believe” he did.

Government gives
"church" what it needs a Sabbath, and "church"
gives government what it
needs – cooperative
silence about
government’s coveting
and stealing.

Jesus wouldn’t imply
that coveting and
stealing are righteous
when done through
government.

Read the Bible differently,
especially its patterns
when “religious authority”
had no GOLDEN RULE.
501(c)(3) has become "Uber-Doctrine" for “ministries” that are crony
with government “Establishment” over the past 50+ years.
How's that worked out, hmmm?
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"Church Authority"
has sought, and still
seeks, adulation, praise,
and power by the easiest
means available!

Only Events Such As:
1) The Magna Carta (1215 A.D.),
2) The Reformation (16th Century), &
3) The American Revolution (1776)

have broken

the diabolical ties of “authority” that have linked a long and
sinister cooperation between religion and government – ties
which have allowed religion and government to collude as
deceitful “Establishment.” Across the ages, “religious
officials” have been avid supporters of “Establishment”
power and status quo.
When sin becomes the leveraging of “religious authority” to
slyly advocate for coveting and stealing by government –
then that describes diabolical Orwellian tyranny!

#CorruptSinceTheExodus
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The Futures of 501(c)(3)
and Social Security
501c3:

The provisions of “501(c)(3)” are a

convenient reason for religious officials to break their
ministerial oaths and say only what government wants them
to say. Religious officials will not be honest until their ties to
such things as "501(c)(3)" end.
Clergy will likely continue to defend 501(c)(3) even more
than the Ten Commandments because they love and enjoy
their cronyism with dishonest government even more than
church itself being honest. In this stealthy foundation of
Orwellian “Establishment,” clergy/pastors are “happy” to
support the rights of the individual only so long as they do not
interfere with the state.

How can "church" be "Jesus" when it won't pay taxes?
Lots of Communion wine, I suppose... – Warren Vitcenda

Then there is Social Security…
If they have “religious convictions,” religious officials (i.e.
pastors) have the option to opt out of Social Security.
Watch for sly votes at church conventions which support
religious officials opting out of Social Security taxes but still
getting benefits. The Social Security Trust Fund goes
broke/bust after 2033. Avoiding that pitfall will likely become
very “spiritual” for religious officials.
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Rendering Unto Caesar:
Was Jesus A Socialist?
A fabulous article, written by Lawrence W. Reed in 2015, called
“Rendering Unto Caesar: Was Jesus A Socialist?” does a delightful job
at closely examining the phrase “Rendering unto Caesar” from Matthew
22:15–22 and Mark 12:13–17.
Reed shows, in numerous scriptures which relate to Jesus, that

“The fact is, one can scour the Scriptures with a fine-tooth comb and
find nary a word from Jesus that endorses the forcible redistribution of
wealth by political authorities. None, period.”

Just a few examples…
In Matthew 5:17–20 Jesus declares, "Do not think that I have come to abolish the
Law or the Prophets; I have not come to abolish them but to fulfill them." (NIV)
Lawrence Reed adds, “He (Jesus) was not saying, ‘Whatever laws the government
passes, I'm all for.’ He was speaking specifically of the Mosaic law (primarily the
Ten Commandments) and the prophecies of his own coming.” - Most importantly,
for consideration here, are the Commandments to not covet or steal.
In Luke 12:13–15, Reed points out, Jesus is confronted with a redistribution
request from a man who wanted his brother to “divide an inheritance with him.”
Jesus responded with “"Man, who appointed me a judge or an arbiter between
you?” (NIV)
In the story of the Good Samaritan from Luke 10:29–37, Reed points out that “He
did not say, ‘Write a letter to the emperor’ or ‘Go see your social worker’ and walk
on. If he had done that, he would more likely be known today as the "Good-fornothing Samaritan" — if he were remembered at all.” Reed concludes saying
“There's no suggestion that the Samaritan ‘owed’ anything to the man in need or
that it was the duty of a distant politician to help out with other people's money.”

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
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Reed also adds this wise observation in his article, “…sometimes a person
becomes wealthy wholly or in part because of his political connections. He
secures special favors or subsidies from government, or uses government to
disable his competitors. No consistently logical thinker who favors liberty and
property rights, whether he's Christian or not, supports such practices. They are
forms of theft, and their source is political power — the very debilitating thing that
progressives and socialists advocate more of.”
Concerning the Book of Acts, Reed writes “On closer inspection, however, it turns
out that those early Christians did not sell everything they had and were not
commanded or expected to do so. They continued to meet in their own private
homes, for example.”
Reed points out that “supply and demand” is a factor in Matthew 20:1–16 where the
landlord had to increase the hourly pay at the end of the day in order to get a job
done.
In the Parable of the Talents (Matthew 25:14–30), regardless if “talents” are skills
or actual money, Reed says that the concepts of contract, profit, and private
property are well maintained. He further writes, “Of several men in the story, the
one who takes his money and buries it is reprimanded while the one who invests
and generates the largest return is applauded and rewarded.”

Reed’s must-read article is online at www.FEE.org
(Freedom for Economic Education)

Read the Bible Differently!
Notice how tyranny has cunningly thrived in both
the Biblical Story and then into the 21st Century.
Jesus never gave up free speech or honesty in exchange
for a crony “501 (c)(3)” deal with government!

#CorruptClergyEverywhere
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Religious Officials Are “LEGION!”
“Religious authority” has been a scam of collusion,
between religion and government, to protect
government’s acts of coveting, stealing, and
bearing of false witness while controlling
YOU by highlighting YOURS instead!

“Portals of God’s Love?” NO!
It's amazing that being dishonestly "blind" about government's
coveting and stealing is considered "pastoral ministry."

“RELIGIOUS AUTHORITY” DESTROYS

THE SPIRIT-OF-HONESTY!
Dishonest and broken “religious authority” has sabotaged the
Spirit-of-Honesty which is the honest leading of the Holy
Spirit in people's hearts. People have been cajoled to accept
corrupt and crony tyrannies ever since the Exodus. No other
scheme in history has dominated so well for so long!
Lacking honesty on lesser things, like government's coveting
& stealing, makes things about salvation less believable.
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Whip Levitical “Religion” Good!
WHIP IT! WHIP IT GOOD! Jesus used a real whip at least once.
“Religious officials” are still the greatest money-changers!

A Moral Observation & Lesson:
“Religious officials” have long had staunch doctrine about
“authority” but “not so much” to say in sermons or otherwise
about government that does not covet or steal – including the
sly ways religion and government fuse as “Establishment.”

HAVE YOU NOTICED?

“Church” has a grand “Biblical” vision, but

its ignoring and even shepherding the evil of government’s coveting &
stealing has been the church’s greatest temporal crony deceit.
More Levitical tradition! There is generally a lot to talk about at
“church,” but government’s coveting & stealing seems to often be offlimits/out-of-bounds in regard to studying the Old Testament and/or
church history – let alone current politics!
“Church” has most often supported the rights of the individual only so
long as they do not interfere with the government/state. This is the real
“Deep-State.” It includes “religion.”

That's the lesson.

Julian Assange/Wikileaks
on Dishonest Government
“The overwhelming majority of information is
classified to protect political security, not national
security.” - Julian Assange/Wikileaks

Wikileaks Should Add “religious authority”
as a cunning protector of “political security!”
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NEO-TECH
& NEOTHINK
Neo-Tech and Neothink
have done what church
officials have cunningly not done –
deeply examine and defend honesty!
Begin with Frank R. Wallace’s book

“POKER.”
It examines the cunning semantics
of both honesty and authority from
the perspective of poker.
All of Frank R. Wallace’s books are recommended.
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Hard Lessons
for Churchgoers

The Biblical Story again and again reveals
hard lessons for ordinary “churchgoers.”
The lessons are that (1) you must manage your religion at
the deepest levels or eventually "traditions” will be used to
manage and control you – and (2)“religious officials” seek
adulation, praise, and power by the easiest means available!
Jesus warned about “traditions,” saying in Mark 7:13, “Making

the Word of God of no effect by your tradition which you have
handed down: and many such things do you!”

Does CLERGY SECRETS play by "church rules?"
Haha! NO! But, “church” wishes that it did!

Clergy Secrets was Inspired
by STAR TREK!

The Kobayashi Maru
If you know about it, you understand!
RECOMMENDED ARTICLE: James T. Kirk Did Not
Cheat On The Kobayashi Maru Test - By Devin Faraci
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If religious officials do not
minister/teach about the need
for honesty in government,
many churchgoers will continue
to be deceived - unless YOU act!

I’m not an atheist, but I do think
that “church” is full of deceit
and dishonesty so that the
“Establishment” can seek
adulation, praise, and power by the
easiest Orwellian means available.
Warren Vitcenda, author of Clergy Secrets.

GIST - EXTRA
March 31, 2009

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
I have known Warren Vitcenda for 12 years. He served as an intern at Fron
Lutheran Church in Starbuck, Minnesota for one year while I was serving as a
pastor. I was his supervising pastor. Along with myself as his supervisor, Warren
also met regularly with our internship committee. We were all impressed with his
growth during the year that he was with us. He was involved in preaching,
teaching, hospital visitation, counseling and a variety of other ministries during
that year. He was especially gifted in the area of teaching. His sermons were well
prepared and very in depth about the scriptures. His Bible study teaching was also
well organized and solid. The internship year is a time when students are able to
practice what they have learned at the seminary plus learn what it is like to be a
pastor. For all practical reasons Warren was a pastor at our church. People
responded to his ministry amongst us in a very generous way because that is the
way they saw him too. He has a welcoming spirit about him that invites openness.
On a personal note I think Warren would make a wonderful pastor. He has a
heart for the church and the preaching of the Word. He is a good friend and is
committed to his relationships. Warren is also not afraid to stand up for what is
the truth in today’s spongy society. I would be glad to recommend him for
ministry in whatever setting the church would call him into. Any questions please
call me.
JUBELATE DEO!!!!

Bruce Nelson
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